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Chapter 25

MIASM IN DREAMS

Significance of miasmi in dreams:
As mentioned earlier, the miasm which is the defensive trait of the body has to reflect on mind, body, disease tendencies, likes, dislikes etc. All these are conscious aspects of the human being. If it goes through and through the same defense tendency, or miasm it has to reflect in the dreams which are a part of our subconscious self.

More often than not, the 'dreams' or the subconscious mind is a forerunner of things to come. On the other hand, the 'dreams' can be the result of the state of mind too.

An individual dreaming of snakes biting him or terrorizing him is a bad sign. This invariably indicates that the individual is going to develop or has already developed auto-immune or an incurable disease.

A dangerous dream of fire, accidents, mutilation can indicate a Syphilitic disease existing in the body or else about to invade the body. A dream of accumulation or construction can indicate that some Sycotic disease is in the offing. Psoric dreams are
Miasms in dreams

dreams of work, anxiety, irritation etc.

This often helps us in assessment of the follow-up of a case and which tells us whether it is following Hering's Law or not.

**Illustrative Case:**
In a case of a homoeopathic doctor who had 99% block of left carotid and 80% blockage in cardiac blood supply (in L.A.D), this type of evaluation through dreams proved very useful. This person had right hand paralysis due to the left carotid block. He was depressed and in total despair. A very strong and dictatorial man was weeping continuously and hugging everyone as if this was the beginning of his end. He had had an attack of ischaemia one year prior to this. Doctors had given him very less chance of survival and even operation to remove two blocks at a time, was a great risk.

To assess the block in a few days was very difficult. How does one realize that the remedy is right and we are on the right track? The block is completely 'Sycotic' and hidden. In this case the patient had a dream of jugglery on the first day of starting the treatment. This was perhaps his biochemistry, which was disturbed due to excess allopathic drugs, was trying to return back to equilibrium. He was quite depressed and confused as to whether he had taken a right decision or not. He wanted to be assured that the medicine was working inside him and that he was not wasting time. On the third day he became mentally relaxed. He started smiling and taking interest in watching television. On the fourth day he started moving his right hand that was paralysed.
and first thing he did was to sign on his cheque book to withdraw all his money from the account which had become frozen without his signature. On the fifth day he reported of having a dream in which he saw that he was visiting a site where a house was being constructed and this house belonged to a prominent mafia boss who was accompanying him there. He was surprised because he was never ever associated with this man and why should he come in his dream. Above all he had nothing to do with any construction or designing. For me this dream had some different meaning. He was in total despair because of his condition of paralysis of right hand when the single dose of the similimum was given. This was a Syphilitic stage of the disease which was characterised by paralysis and despair and overwhelmed with emotions. Now he was seeing dreams which showed construction, a mafia boss and designing and creativity, all of which characterize the Sycotic miasm. This indicated that the disease of arteriosclerosis comprising of accumulation and construction (Sycosis) which had earlier progressed to Syphilitic stage of destruction was now on the point of returning back to the Sycosis state. For me this was an indication sufficient enough to assure him that the disease was under control and that my similimum has started working. This indicated to me, the sixth corollary of return of disease from more destructive miasm to less destructive miasm was being seen and cure was in progress. On this very indication I could dissuade him from going in for any operation. After the 8th day he got a dream in which he saw himself and his son driving a huge truck through a
very narrow lane. He got down from the truck and the son went to park the truck in a parking area and did not return. This gave him a lot of anxiety in the dream. Here the huge truck was like the Sycotic block in a narrow artery indicating Sycosis predominance. The latter part of the dream showed anxiety which was Psoric. This meant that he was now returning to Syco-Psoric sphere. A few weeks later he got a dream where he saw his clinic burgled. He saw the lock in a broken state on the outside of the closed door and there was tremendous apprehension and anxiety about what he must have lost. This was a clear dream of Psoric anxiety. After this his hypertension, blood sugar, lipid levels and serum uric acid levels all of which were never normal before even with the help of allopathic medicines, became normal without any maintaining drugs and still remain normal today after 5 years.

The remedy that saved him and the basis of prescription:
He was a man of principles and discipline and consistency. A friend of mine for 35 years, this man had never forgotten to post any greeting cards to any of our friends in 30 years though nobody sent him in return. He was very strict for time. He would get up in the midst of any party to maintain time. His timing of his clinic inspite of having a huge practice was very fixed. He was neither 1 minute early nor late. Everybody in the family had to listen to him and obey his rules. Because of his disciplinary tendency he was the first choice of any organization to become secretary or president. It was more of perfection in time and activities concerned, rather
than the activity of keeping things in place. He was not fond of wearing aristocratic dresses at all. He could not bear any contradiction of his orders which would send him into anger. Now-a-days his anger and vexation had started causing him breathlessness. He was chilly and thirsty.

Considering following rubrics:
1. A/F emotions leading to difficulty in breathing
2. Mental make up: discipline, behaving like a general. Rubric taken is 'rigidity'.
3. Physical make-up was of a Sycotic round face, stocky built.
4. Miasm is Syphilis.

Remedy was Cuprum Metallicum which did the wonderful trick.

In another case of cancer of bile duct, the dreams initially seen were hideous, horrible faces and she would get up frightened. That was a Syphilitic state. When she started improving she started getting dreams of sadhus, which signifies Sycosis. Later she dreamt of small children, which indicate Psoric dreams. She was given a period of three months of life expectancy by the oncologist as against which she survived for nine long years.

Along with the improvement in dreams it is necessary that the patient improves mentally, physically and generally, according to Hering's law of direction of cure then and only then he is moving towards cure.
Miasms in dreams

Psoric dreams:
Dreams of daily activities
For example:
Cooking, fishing, flowers, home, household affairs, music, etc.

Dreams of efforts being done, whether or not success is achieved
For example:
Ascending a height, aspiring, climbing a step, failures, looking for someone and failing to find him, train-trying to catch etc.

Dreams associated with emotions
For example:
Affectionate, emotional, grief, vexations etc.

Any Dreams of Anxiety
Pleasant Dreams
For example:
Country beautiful, driving car, flying in plane, new scenes, pleasant, rainbow, spanning the sky, swinging, wonderful etc.

Sycotic dreams:
Dreams of collection, gatherings, construction
For example:
Assemblies, being large, balls being at, buildings, child birth, of computers, of fruits gathering, gardens, body parts swollen etc.

Dreams related to business and money
For example:
Business of, busy being, calculating, companies, interviews, large of growing, money, etc.
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Frightful dreams emotion related
For example:
Danger, death of, embarassment, emotion suppressed, jealous, job related, deceitful, political etc.

Dreams related to concealing
For example:
Hiding, masks etc.

Syphilitic dreams:

Dreams of accidents
For example:
Crash of Plane, explosion, fatal etc.

Destruction dreams
For example:
Bitten, bloodshed, body parts burning, bruising himself, cruelty, churchyard, funerals, offensive pus, spitting, violence, ghosts etc.

Perverted dreams
For example:
Woman married to many

Dreams of wild animals
For example:
Birds, large black, bugs, enormous, dragons, snakes, vampires, wasps, wild etc. Clairvoyant dreams etc.
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